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Background





15-18% of all vehicles are private imported
Private importers don’t pay any fee for ELV

What about the «unfunded» batteries?
Big risk due to growing market and private import

High cost for battery handling/recycling
Safety risk/High voltage
Enviroment

k



According to waste regulations, Autoretur is responsible for the batteries from ELV. 

The collection and recycling of both the high-energy batteries and the rest of the
car is secured by the importers/manufacturers through Autoretur.

A close collaboration between Autoretur, B.I.L and Batteriretur has been
established through the company Batteriretur Høyenergi AS. 

Batteriretur is responsible for collection, dismantling and recycling of the high-
energy batteries.

Autoretur with the operator network take care of the rest of the ELV according to 
waste legislation chapter 4.  



Lobby activities 2017-

Bankrupcy and orphane batteries:

Notice given by Enviroment Agency & Ministry of Enviroment for:

Consideration is: 
Solidary responsibility for the OEM/Importers

Big financial risk for the producers due to EV explosively growing market
Potential high cost for battery handling/recycling

Private person import
Parliamentary decision from April 2017 forces government to propose solution

Batteriretur invited to meetings with the government
Proposed solution

Decision should be in place 2019



How do we handle the solidary responsability? 



Producers/Importers positive to an security/funding solution through
Autoretur

Decision
Autoretur sets up a security/guarantee to handle the risk if theres to be any
OEM/Importer bankrupcy/orphane batteries.

Secures financing for handling of EV batteries but most important:

Importers and producers are fully compliant according to waste legislations. 
(3&4)

This security is only necessary as long as the cost for handling/recycling of high
voltage batterier are higher than the metals recovered………..



It’s obvious in everyone's interest that high voltage batteries from ELV don’t end up 
as a waste problem or safety hazard. Through Batteriretur collection network and 
close cooperation with and support from Autoretur and B.I.L we secure a 
controlled downstream of batteries from ELV.



For more information see www.batteriretur.no or e-mail 
fredrik@batteriretur.no

#Thefutureiselectric
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